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QUESTION 1

Examine this command: 

SQL> ALTER TABLESPACE TBS1 ADD DATAFILE \\'+DATA(newtemplate)/ORCL/USERS/ mytab.dbf\\' SIZE 100M; 

Which two statements are required for this command to succeed? (Choose two.) 

A. The DB_CREATE_FILE_DEST parameter must be set to +DATA(newtemplate). 

B. newtemplate must be defined for the +DATA disk group. 

C. Existing data files in TBS1 must also use the same template. 

D. The +DATA disk group should not be part of Flex ASM. 

E. User-defined subdirectories ORCL and USERS must already exist. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two utilities support the "what-if" command evaluation? 

A. asmcmd 

B. ocrconfig 

C. oifcfg 

D. crsctl 

E. srvctl 

Correct Answer: DE 

Section: (none) 

The What-If Command Evaluation feature is designed to evaluate the impact of a command executed against the
cluster prior to its execution. There are two levels of the What-If Command Evaluation: 

a view for cluster administrators 

a view for database administrators. 

The difference between the two ?other than the fact that they are provided by either CRSCTL (for the cluster
administrator) or SRVCTL (for the database administrator) ?is their information detail. References:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/products/clustering/rac-wp-12c-1896129.pdf 
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QUESTION 3

PROD1, PROD2, and PROD3 are three Instance that have the PROD database open. 

The OLTP service was created using: 

$ srvctl add service -db prod -service OLTP -preferred PROD1, PROD2 -available PROD3 

After starting the OLTP service, you execute this command: 

$ srvctl stop instance -db prod -instance " PROD1, PROD2 " -stopoption immediate -f Which statement is true about the
outcome of this command? 

A. It shuts down PROD1 and PROD2; OLTP will be started automatically on PROD3. 

B. It shuts down PROD1 and PROD2; OLTP will not be started on PROD3. 

C. PROD1and PROD2 are not shut down because OLTP must first be stopped. 

D. PROD1and PROD2 are not shut down because OLTP must first be manually relocated to PROD3. 

E. It shuts down either PROD1or PROD2 but not both, so that OLTP remains available on a preferred instance. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about resource profiles for administrator-managed RAC database services? (Choose
two.) 

A. It is automatically created when a service is created using SRVCTL ADD SERVICE. 

B. It contains a list of server pools on which the instances hosting the service can run. 

C. It contains a node list and instance-to-node mapping information for the service. 

D. It specifies the instance to which the service should fail over, if the preferred instance shuts down or fails. 

E. It is automatically created when a service is created using DBMS_SERVICE.CREATE_SERVICE. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Section: (none) 

 

QUESTION 5

Which four tasks are performed by DBCA when you convert a single-instance database to a four-instance RAC
database? 

A. creating additional redo threads 
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B. creating additional undo tablespaces 

C. creating shared ASM disk groups 

D. adding cluster resources 

E. creating database services 

F. adding additional initialization parameters 

Correct Answer: ABDF 

Section: (none) 

A: Create redo threads that have at least two redo logs for each additional instance. 

B: If your single-instance database was using automatic undo management, then create an undo tablespace for each
additional instance using the CREATE UNDO TABLESPACE SQL statement. 

Note: 

ABF: You can use Database Configuration Assistant to convert from single-instance Oracle databases to Oracle RAC.
DBCA automates the configuration of the control file attributes, creates the undo tablespaces and the redo logs, and 

makes the initialization parameter file entries for cluster-enabled environments. It also configures Oracle Net Services,
Oracle Clusterware resources, and the configuration for Oracle RAC database management for use by Oracle
Enterprise 

Manager or the SRVCTL utility. 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/install.111/b28264/cvrt2rac.htm 
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